ABSTRACT Motivation: Insertion mutagenesis, using transgenes or endogenous transposons, is a popular method for generating null mutations (knockouts) in model organisms. Insertions are mapped to specific genes by amplifying (via TAIL-PCR) and sequencing genomic regions flanking the inserted DNA. The presence of multiple TAIL-PCR templates in one sequencing reaction results in chimeric sequence of intermittently low quality. Standard processing of this sequence by applying Phred quality requirements results in loss of informative sequence, whereas not trimming lowquality sequence causes inclusion of low-complexity homopolymers from the ends of sequence runs. Accurate mapping of the flanking sequences is complicated by the presence of gene families. Results: Methods for extracting informative regions from sequence traces obtained by sequencing multiple TAIL-PCR fragments in a single reaction are described. The completely sequenced Arabidopsis genome was used to identify informative TAIL-PCR sequence regions. Methods were devised to define and select high quality matches and precisely map each insert to the correct genome location. These methods were used to analyze sequence of TAIL-PCR-amplified flanking regions of the inserts from individual plants in a T-DNA-mutagenized population of Arabidopsis thaliana, and are applicable to similar situations where a reference genome can be used to extract information from poor-quality sequence.
INTRODUCTION
DNA sequencing has emerged as a powerful technique in the toolkit of today's biologist. In most sequencing projects a single well-defined template, usually plasmid or PCR product, is used. Standard methods have been established to process the raw sequence data prior to sequence comparisons. These include masking of vector sequence (e.g. crossmatch, P. Green) and trimming of low quality bases using estimated (Phred quality) error values generated during base-calling . No methods have been reported for dealing with more complex sequence data, such as those obtained when multiple templates are sequenced in the same reaction.
A recently completed project to characterize T-DNA insertion sites in the plant Arabidopsis thaliana utilizes sequence of highly variable quality that did not lend itself to the traditional analysis described above (Sessions et al., 2002) . Briefly, 100 000 transgenic Arabidopsis lines were generated by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. Each line carried one or more randomly inserted T-DNAs. The T-DNA flanking regions in each transformant were amplified with a modified TAIL-PCR method (Liu et al., 1995) using nested specific primers derived from the T-DNA left border, and degenerate primers for the genomic DNA. The presence of multiple T-DNA insertions per transformant and the use of a pool of degenerate primers during the TAIL amplification often resulted in multiple PCR products per mutant (Fig. 1) . For increased efficiency, the TAIL-PCR products from individual lines were sequenced in a single reaction, resulting in 'chimeric' sequence traces of highly variable quality. This collection of insertion mutants will be referred to as SAIL (Syngenta Arabidopsis Insertion Lines).
The goal of the T-DNA insertion mutagenesis project was to generate a large population of tagged plants with insertions at known sites (Sessions et al., 2002) . Unambiguous assignment of each flanking sequence to the correct location in the host plant genome was complicated by several factors. First, sequencing multiple PCR products in a single reaction yields sequence traces with regions of low quality, but potentially informative, sequence data. Second, lines with multiple TAIL-PCR products yield 'chimeric' sequences that derive from different regions of the genome (Fig. 2) . Mapping only the single best SAIL sequence region to the Arabidopsis genome would result in loss of the lower-scoring, but informative insertion events. Third, standard trimming of chimeric sequences based on quality values prior to analysis would result in the removal of potentially useful sequence information. On the other hand, inclusion of Sequ equen ence ce PCR pr PCR prod oduct uct 3 PCR pr PCR prod oduct uct 2 Fig. 1 . Generation of chimeric sequence data. PCR amplification of DNA from a SAIL line containing 2 inserts at different locations results in the formation of multiple PCR products. In some cases, the use of degenerate primers (grey arrows) results in multiple PCR products even if only one insert is present. The sequence traces obtained with the sequencing primer (stippled arrow) consist of vector DNA (black) followed by high amplitude sequence from the shorter PCR product 1 (light grey) and low amplitude signal from the longer PCR products 2 and 3 (dark grey). One strong HSP is formed with each of the two sequence regions (HSP1 and HSP2). Two additional HSPs are formed from the first sequence region, one of which (HSP3) is completely contained within the highest-scoring HSP1, the other (HSP4) extends slightly beyond it.
all low quality sequence data in the BLAST analysis causes a large number of false positive hits, as the ends of sequence runs, where the signal weakens, often consist of homopolymers that match low complexity sequences in the genome. Finally, gene families containing closely related members sometimes make it impossible to assign an individual T-DNA flanking sequence to a particular family member.
This report describes techniques for overcoming all of these problems. The strategy for dealing with mixed quality sequence data began with extraction of informative sequence fragments based on homology to the sequenced Arabidopsis genome. Low-quality alignments were subsequently eliminated by a series of computational steps. All insertions that could be detected by TAIL-PCR were mapped precisely to the Arabidopsis genome. A table of gene insertions for the entire population can be scanned for insertions in the gene of interest, and candidate lines confirmed by simple PCR. This eliminates the need for separately screening the population for insertions in each gene of interest. A detailed characterization of the knockout population is described by Sessions et al. (2002) .
METHODS
Sample preparation and the modified TAIL-PCR protocol used to generate the sequencing templates are described by Sessions et al. (2002) . The primer used for sequencing was derived from the T-DNA left border, and results in sequences beginning with a short T-DNA segment. The TAIL-PCR products obtained from each line were sequenced together using BigDye terminators. Sequencing products were separated on ABI 3700s. Base-calling was performed using Phred . Plates that contained a large proportion of poor-quality sequences were re-prepped and re-sequenced.
The January 2002 version of the Arabidopsis genome (ftp://ftp.tigr.org/pub/data/a thaliana/ath1/ PSEUDOCHROMOSOMES/) was split into 65 241 overlapping (by 200 bp) 2 kb segments. These were compared to a sequence database containing 116 251 SAIL sequences, which had not been crossmatched or trimmed for quality, using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) with an expectation value cutoff of 10 −05 and with the low complexity filter turned off (−F F). A maximum 500 alignments were collected for each 2 kb query sequence.
The resulting BLAST report was parsed to extract query, query length, subject, subject length, score, e-value, identical bases, overlap, % overlap, query start and stop, subject start and stop.
Vector sequence contained within the SAIL traces was identified using crossmatch (Phil Green, http: //www.phrap.org/phrap.docs/phrap.html) and a database containing the two different T-DNA vectors (pCSA110 and pDAP101) used in this project.
A series of operations was applied to the BLAST and crossmatch output data to (a) calculate exact insertion sites of each high-scoring pair, (b) remove duplicate results caused by the use of overlapping queries, (c) map each region of each SAIL sequence to only one genomic location, (d) calculate the nucleotide diversity index and Phred quality values of each alignment; and (e) derive a formula with which to eliminate poor quality alignments. These are described in detail below.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nature of sequences
For the sake of efficiency, TAIL-PCR fragments obtained by amplifying the border regions from each transgenic were not separated before sequencing, thus sequence quality was highly variable. In cases where a single border region was amplified from one plant, high quality sequence of up to 925 bases was obtained. However, when multiple border fragments were obtained in the same TAIL-PCR from a single plant, the sequence quality was highly variable along the length of the read. Multiple TAIL-PCR products can be generated from a single transgenic line when two or more T-DNA inserts are present, but also when several degenerate primers bind to genomic DNA near a single insert. When multiple products are amplified in a single PCR reaction, the shorter products are usually present at higher molar concentration as they are preferentially amplified. The result is a chimeric sequence trace, in which multiple traces are superimposed (Fig. 2) . Often the base-calling software (Phred) was able to successfully identify and call a dominant trace in a particular region. Sequence of the more abundant shorter TAIL-PCR fragment dominates the trace near the beginning of the read. Where the shorter fragment's sequence terminates, there is a stepwise reduction in signal intensity, and the weaker signal of the longer TAIL-PCR fragment(s) are detected by the base-calling software (Fig. 2) . Portions of up to four different TAIL-PCR products could be detected in a single sequence run (Fig. 2) . Each of the four SAIL sequence regions has convincing homology to a different region of the Arabidopsis genome (see Table 1 for BLAST statistics). Note that two of the four regions with homology to the Arabidopsis genome have average Phred values below 20.
BLAST comparison of genomic to flanking sequence
In order to retain the maximum information content of these complex sequence data, no sequence quality cutoffs (Phred value) were applied in the initial analysis. Rather, the Arabidopsis genome, which has been sequenced to high accuracy (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), was used to identify informative sequence fragments from the T-DNA flanking sequences using BLAST. The BLAST cutoff (10 −05 ) used in this homology search requires 28 perfect bases between the Arabidopsis query and the SAIL sequence. Only 45 of the 65,241 queries had more than 500 matches, resulting from homopolymer runs (polyA = 21, polyT = 15, polyG = 1) or vector sequences (3) contained in the Arabidopsis genome, or TAIL-PCR artifacts (5). The latter presumably are caused by non-specific amplification of Arabidopsis genomic DNA during the TAIL-PCR procedure. All highscoring segment pairs (HSP) identified in this BLAST search were saved and used in subsequent computational manipulations aimed at mapping each insertion site in the Arabidopsis genome and eliminating poor alignments. The BLAST search yielded 407 503 HSPs between Arabidopsis genome segments and SAIL sequence reads. Under the BLAST conditions employed, 47 901 (73.4%) of the genome segments had at least one match to a SAIL sequence. 17 340 queries had no match in the SAIL database, 104 of which, all from chromosome 1, yielded no hits because they consisted entirely of 'N's. A total of 59 370 different SAIL sequences were matched by an Arabidopsis genomic query. The majority of SAIL sequences were matched by one (28 535 = 48%) or two queries (15 719 = 26.5%), but SAIL sequences containing highly repetitive DNA matched up to 1271 queries (16 SAIL sequences were matched by over 1000 queries each).
Mapping HSPs to the Arabidopsis genome and elimination of duplicate HSPs caused by overlapping queries Crossmatch (http://www.phrap.org/phrap.docs/phrap. html) was used to identify T-DNA-derived segments of the TAIL-PCR sequence and map the border between the T-DNA and Arabidopsis sequence in each SAIL sequence read. If multiple discontinuous T-DNA regions, caused by amplification of tandem insertions, were detected in the SAIL sequence, only the first T-DNA region was used to map the T-DNA/genomic DNA border. The precise location and orientation of each alignment in the Arabidopsis genome was then determined using the query and subject co-ordinates from the BLAST alignments and T-DNA/genomic DNA border co-ordinates from the crossmatch.out file of the SAIL sequences. An absolute insertion point on the Arabidopsis pseudochromosomes was calculated for each HSP.
Duplicate HSPs caused by the use of overlapping queries were eliminated with the following logic: if adjacent queries hit the same SAIL HSP that was mapped to the same insertion site (±1 base) in the chromosomes, the second HSP was eliminated from further consideration. This reduced the total number of HSPs from 407 503 to 368 706 (9.5%). These 368 706 HSPs were further analyzed to differentiate between informative alignments and others.
Identification of the best HSP for each SAIL sequence segment
At only 115 Mb the Arabidopsis genome is quite small, but contains many repeats in the form of transposable elements, gene families and other genomic repeats (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). Mapping T-DNA flanking regions containing such repeats to the Arabidopsis genome by BLAST places a single read at many locations in the genome. The situation is complicated by the fact that many of the SAIL sequences are chimeric and thus legitimately map to different genomic regions.
To address these problems, each SAIL sequence was broken down into regions defined by HSPs, and each of these regions was mapped to a single chromosomal location based on the most significant HSP covering that region. Less significant alignments from the same SAIL sequence region were recorded only if they were not completely contained within the highest-scoring Inferior alignments were allowed to extend beyond the optimum alignment by the number of nucleotides indicated. HSPs that were contained within a superior alignment plus the number of nucleotides indicated were eliminated.
alignment. Thus HSP3 in Figure 1 would be discarded, whereas HSP4 would be retained. This eliminated 60% of all HSPs, leaving a total of 146 492 for subsequent analysis. The effect of being more permissive is shown in Table 2 . Removing less significant HSPs (e.g. HSP4 in Fig. 1 ) extending beyond the best alignment by one, 5 or 10 bases removes an additional 4, 10 or 13% of the alignments, respectively. The function is almost linear for the first 3-4 nucleotides. For this project, only HSPs that were completely contained within another alignment with a higher score were eliminated. A SAIL sequence segment was mapped to more than one genome location only when the second (or additional) match(es) for that region had the same score as the most significant HSP. Thus, wherever possible, a SAIL sequence segment corresponding to a repeat or conserved sequence motif, such as a MADS box, was assigned to the single locus or gene with the best match.
Eliminating poor-quality alignments The process described here differs from most other analyses in that the sequence was not initially trimmed based on vector masking or quality values. Instead, the Arabidopsis genome was used to delineate informative regions of SAIL sequence reads. The lack of a sequence quality filter meant that poor-quality sequence was contained in the SAIL sequences used to create the BLAST database. Lowquality basecalls are caused by the presence of multiple templates in many of the sequencing reactions but are also commonly found in the form of homopolymers at the ends of sequence reads. These homopolymers, if not removed from the data set, will map non-specifically to regions of low sequence complexity within the Arabidopsis genome. This could have been prevented by applying the low complexity filter during the BLAST search, but that in turn would have affected alignment statistics for regions that contain homopolymers. A large number of false matches were thus found between low-complexity regions of the genome and low-complexity regions at the ends of sequence reads. The effect of applying various minimum Phred quality value requirements was investigated. Sequence quality, measured as Phred value, is a measure of the confidence that a base is correctly identified by the base-calling software. The lowest Phred value in the SAIL database was 4. Phred values are defined as '−10 * log 10 (P e )', where P e is the probability that the base call is an error (http://www.phrap.org/phrap.docs/phred.html).
Thus Phred values of 4, 10, 15 and 20 correspond to error probabilities of 1/2.5, 1/10, 1/33 and 1/100, respectively. To determine the effect of applying a minimum Phred value requirement, various cutoffs were applied to the remaining data set of 146 492 alignments. As the minimum match length detected under the BLAST conditions used was 28 nucleotides, Phred quality requirements were applied to the 28 bases in each alignment with the highest quality values. The average of the highest 28 Phred values of the SAIL region making up a HSP is defined as qual 28. A qual 28 requirement of 10, 15 or 20 resulted in the elimination of 28 835, 47 872 and 69 278 HSPs, respectively. The alignment length distribution of HSPs removed at various Phred filters is shown in Figure 3 . The majority of HSPs eliminated by these qual 28 requirements are very short (<60 nt) and visual inspection of these sequences showed that many are composed of low-complexity sequence. For example, the peaks visible at 94 and 104 nt (Fig. 3a) contain mostly alignments consisting entirely of dinucleotides (e.g. a 7 g 2 a 7 ga 2 ga 8 ga 8 ga 9 ga 2 ga 6 ga 2 ga 6 ga 2 g 2 a 7 ga 2 ga 10 g 2 a 9 ) with fortuitous homology to a single low-complexity region of the Arabidopsis genome (5 806 801-5 808 800 of chromosome 1) and represent low quality sequence from the ends of sequencing runs. However, also contained in this set of discarded HSPs are some alignments that are convincing, complex-sequence matches between SAIL sequences and Arabidopsis genomic DNA. For example, HSPs with identities of 81/93, 88/93, 89/110, 119/139 and 142/164 nucleotides with corresponding expectation values of 3e −16 , 5e −33 , 1e −21 ,6e −8 , and 7e −23 would be removed if a qual 28 of 10 was applied. Thus application of even very lenient Phred quality value thresholds would have eliminated alignments consisting of complex but low-quality sequence. This problem is amplified as minimum qual 28 requirements are raised to 15 or 20 (Fig. 3b and c) . For example, demanding a qual 28 of 15 eliminates many alignments of greater than 100 nt (Fig. 3b) , including two alignments longer than 300 nt. Four alignments of >500 nt are eliminated if a qual 28 of 20 is required (Fig. 3c ). This illustrates that using Phred quality alone to eliminate HSPs based on low-quality SAIL sequence would remove many good HSPs, even if the requirement is applied to only those 28 nucleotides of each alignment with the highest quality values.
Eliminating HSPs based on sequence quality and composition
In order to find a better method to eliminate HSPs based on low-quality/low-complexity SAIL sequence artefacts while retaining as many correct matches as possible, the characteristics of all remaining HSPs were investigated further by comparing the sequence quality of the SAIL component of each HSP to its nucleotide composition and alignment length. A nucleotide diversity index (NDI) was calculated for each alignment and represents the fraction of the most abundant nucleotide in the SAIL sequence segment aligning with the Arabidopsis genome. NDI values can range from 0.25 for a sequence in which each nucleotide is represented equally, to 1 for a homopolymer. Alignments with NDI of '1' (29 346), which are uninformative, were removed at this point, leaving a total of 117 146 HSPs for the subsequent analysis. To determine the appropriate cutoff values for each parameter, the pertinent characteristics were visualized graphically. The 117 146 alignments were sorted on alignment length and split into six sets of approximately equal size. Figure 4 shows a scatterplot of the qual 28 values vs. the NDI for each alignment, in which the six sets of HSPs are superimposed. Panel (a) contains the values for alignments of 335-925 bases in length. The SAIL sequences in these alignments are generally of very high quality, but even this group of very long alignments contains some HSPs for which the average of the top 28 Phred values is less than 20. Superimposing alignments of decreasing length results in a progressive broadening of the scatter (Fig.  4b-e and g ): at an alignment length of 182 bases the qual 28 for some alignments has dropped to near 10, and the NDI of some alignments approaches 0.5. Beginning at alignments of 181 bases or less, a new population of alignments appears, characterized by fairly low quality and high NDI (triangle of datapoints first visible in lower right-hand corner of Figure 4c ). Shorter alignments seem to consist predominantly of this class ( Fig. 4e and g ). This group thus represents a subpopulation of relatively short alignments of fairly low sequence complexity, which are not as informative as the more complex sequences.
A function (qual 28 (101.4 * N DI ) − 60) was derived empirically and used to eliminate these sequences (Fig. 4h) . This filter preferentially removed shorter alignments created primarily with SAIL sequence from the ends of reads. The proportion of alignments kept in each size category were 100% for the two longest alignment categories, and 99.2, 61.6, 21.8 and 17.7% for the remaining categories in decreasing length. The average SAIL sequence start coordinate for kept vs removed HSPs was 207 vs 409 nucleotides. The effect of this last filter thus was to selectively eliminate short alignments based on terminal SAIL sequence of low complexity and/or quality, while retaining other short alignments of higher complexity and quality that could be mapped with confidence. The 104 bp-long AG dinucleotide sequence (Fig. 3a) was removed from the final HSP set, while other high-quality low complexity sequences were retained, indicating that this was an effective means to select informative sequence fragments. The total number of alignments in the final data set is 77 575 and represents an 81% reduction in the initial number of HSPs. These alignments are generated from 33 506 different queries (30% reduction from initial set) and 53 069 different SAIL sequences (5.4% reduction from initial set). The reduction in the number of queries is due mostly to elimination of multiple lower-ranking alignments to single SAIL sequence regions, whereas the reduction in SAIL lines is due largely to removal of HSPs generated by low-quality SAIL sequences. The majority (77.31%) of retained HSPs originated from SAIL lines with a single mapped insertion, but 17.42, 3.05 and 1.10% of the HSPs were obtained from SAIL lines with 2, 3 or 4 mapped insertions. The size distribution of the remaining alignments (see Supplementary information) is fairly uniform, with a decreasing number of alignments as alignment length increases. Several peaks (at 149, ∼210 and ∼661 nt) likely represent PCR artifacts resulting from template switching.
Seventy-six percent of predicted insertions could be confirmed in a subset of 340 lines that were tested using PCR with a T-DNA-derived primer in combination with an Arabidopsis genomic primer located 200-600 bases from the calculated insertion site. Predicted insertions that could not be confirmed are likely due to template switching during PCR amplification, sample contamination, tracking errors and other technical reasons (discussed in Sessions et al. 2002) . The number of mapped T-DNA insertions per line did not differ significantly between the confirmed and un-confirmable lines, indicating that the un-confirmable sites are not due to mapping multiple sub-regions of a single sequence read. SAIL seeds can be obtained from TMRI.
In summary, a method for extracting useful information from low quality sequence data is described. The technique involves extraction of informative sequence data using a reference genome sequenced to high quality. Phred quality, alignment length and nucleotide diversity of each alignment were used as criteria to select meaningful HSPs. Using any one of these parameters in isolation would have resulted in either removal of good quality HSPs or inclusion of many false insertion events based on sequencing artefacts. The methods described here result in maximum extraction of valuable sequence information while minimizing the inclusion of uninformative or false data points. Sequence from multiple PCR products can be analyzed by this method if one is more abundant than the other so that it dominates the chromatogram for the minimum sequence length required for detection by BLAST. This procedure is applicable to other insertion mutagenesis projects where high-throughput sequence data can be compared to a reference genome.
